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1. Login

Search for this link https://fr.wydq.tech/weeyuen/admin.php, and log in

via the account which sales will send you.

Figure 1

2. Functions Introduction

Figure 2
a. Knowledge Base: Q&A parts, you can get general question answer here, you

can also leave your comments on the page.

b. Docking: If you need to develop your own APP or WEB page, you will need the
software technical documents on this page.

https://fr.wydq.tech/weeyuen/admin.php
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c. Site: Can create an account for your customer to manager their the chargers
which bought from you side.

d. AC Pile: can check all of chargers on this page, and set charging current,
Protocol Version, OCPP Server URL, Charging Mode, WIFI.

e. User: Can create user account for your customer who need a membership
card to charge their own car.

3. Details for each function

A. Knowledge Base: show in figure 3.

1) High frequency Q&A: you can get the most of answers which you may
encounter in the installation or working of chargers.

2) Search Area: You can search your question here to get the answer or seek
help from Weeyu sales or after sales.

3) Comments Area：you can leave your comments here if the instruction didn’t
solve your problem.

Figure 3

B. Docking: show in figure 4.

Will use this page when develop your own APP or WEB page, and also these
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software technical documents.
API software technical document:

APP software technical document:

Figure 4

C. Site:

 Why do you need a Site function ?
After you get a Site function, you can distribute some of chargers to your customer, let them has
the right to set charging current、OCPP server、charging model and WIFI function by themselves
on Weeyu customer management portal. It’s convenient for customer to solve some common
issues timely.
 How do you set a site function.
1. The first step, login the Weeyu customer management portal, the website:
https://fr.wydq.tech/weeyuen/admin.php, input the account’s username and password to log in,
the account which sales should has gave you. It will move to figure 5after login successfully.

Figure 5
2. Move to Site function, and add a new Site Name. For example, add an new site name alex,
show in figure 6.

https://www.wydq.tech/weeyu/Explain/domestic/business/server/index.html
https://www.wydq.tech/weeyu/Explain/app/wecharge/index.html
https://fr.wydq.tech/weeyuen/admin.php
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Figure 6
Site Name must be filled in, submit after fill the information, and then move to figure 7.

Figure 7
3. Add an account for the site which you just added by clicking Account in the figure 7, and them
move to figure 8.

Figure 8
Account、 Password and Name must be filled in, it add the account successfully after clicking
Submit. We can add multiple accounts for a Site.

4. It can distribute chargers for the site, show in figure 9. It move to step 5 after distributing
successfully.
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Figure 9

5. Open the website https://fr.wydq.tech/weeyuen/site.php，and input the site account
information to log in, and then it will move to figure 10.

For example, input the Account: alex, Password: 12345, and then we can check all of the chargers
we just distributed.

Figure 10
Site account has the right to set charging current、OCPP server、charging model and WIFI function,
show in figure 11.

https://fr.wydq.tech/weeyuen/site.php
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Figure 11

D. AC Pile:

Figure 12
Can check all of chargers on this page, and set charging current, Protocol Version,
OCPP Server URL, Charging Mode, WIFI for every charger.

E. User:

Figure 13
Can create user account for your customer who need a membership card to charge
their own car, show in Figure 13.

After set the customer account, move to the site: https://fr.wydq.tech/weeyuen/site.php
Login via the account and password which just set, the page will move to figure 14.

https://fr.wydq.tech/weeyuen/site.php
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Figure 14
The customer account only has two functions: AC Pile and User.
For AC Pile function according page 7, D. AC Pile.
For customer User function, it only use for online card function, can search Add the online
cards function and Recharge for online card in the Knowledge base area to get the details.
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